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Message from the Headmaster
The 2019-2020 school
year brought unforeseen and
unprecedented changes to
education worldwide. The
COVID-19 pandemic required
schools to quickly pivot from a
regular operational model into
one of crisis. Pedagogical
discussions amongst educators
in the CA community quickly
changed from how students can
effectively work collaboratively
in groups in a classroom to how to engage students
in learning in an online environment, synchronously
and asynchronously. As stressful as this transition
was for teachers, students and parents, our privilege
allowed us access to technology necessary to ensure a
Members of the CA Community,
continuity of learning at a high level.
Returning to on-campus learning in August was a
great relief for everyone. The COVID-19 pandemic
continues to require us to be vigilant and purposeful
in our actions. Our crisis response has ended (at least
for the moment) and we have moved forward with
planned school initiatives and an operational/
strategic mindset.
Lessons from these past many months have been
plentiful. There is much to reflect upon. I look
forward to taking the best from how education has
transformed during the pandemic to enhance student
learning and wellbeing for the future.
Once again our CA community has demonstrated
resilience and care for each other during these
challenging times.
Jon Schatzky
Headmaster

Amazingly, 2020 draws near its end. On behalf of
the Board of Trustees, let me thank you all for your
support, engagement, patience, and persistence
during what has been a truly unique year. CA, like
the rest of our world, was impacted by the
wide-ranging effects of the global pandemic, but we
persevered and innovated in ways that would have
previously seemed unimaginable. And this August
we were able to return… not to normal, but to campus
at least, and to do so with renewed excitement and
appreciation for the environment and community
that CA fosters.
2020 was a year of transition for the Board, with
the retirement of our longtime chair Ben Shaman
in May, and then suddenly, and sadly, his passing in
August. While tested by the immediate challenges
of COVID-19 and saddened by the sudden passing of
Ben so soon after his retirement, we look forward to
continuing to work with Mr. Schatzky and the
administration, faculty, staff, and community to
advance CA’s mission. In 2021, we will no doubt face
ongoing pandemic related challenges, but will also
work to sustain progress on important long-term
priorities such as the Master Facility Plan and CA’s
next 5-year Strategic Plan.
The unexpected challenges of 2020 revealed how
adaptable and agile we can be, but also reinforced
the value and relevance of the CA educational
experience. We will take these learnings with us
forward into 2021 and beyond.
Regards,
Joe Fletcher
Chair of the Board of Trustees

Innovative Learning Spaces and Places
One of the many benefits of an education at CA is
the array of high-quality, purpose-built facilities on
our Rokko Island campus. Our main building was
constructed with an intended life of fifty years and
is now some thirty years old.
Although structurally sound, the school has begun
an exciting series of upgrades to ensure that
learning spaces best reflect modern instructional
practices and create an optimal environment for
teaching and
learning at all
grade levels.
Over the
summer of
2020, major
renovations were
undertaken of
the science labs
and library on
the third floor.
The guiding
principle
underpinning
the project was
to shift towards
a philosophy of
shared,
multifunctional
spaces which afford flexibility in configuration and
thus in pedagogy.
This was attained in the science labs, all of which
have been enlarged, by moving the lab workspaces
to the perimeter of the rooms and leaving more
space in the central area for greater collaboration
and exploration in lessons. All classroom furniture
is modular giving rise to a variety of permutations
in service of this aim.
The footprint of our library has also been expanded
and now stretches from the north to the south side
of the third floor. The additional footprint includes
a purpose-built presentation space, meeting room,
and maker space, the walls of which are fully
retractable to create a bright, spacious area for
larger events and activities.
In the library itself, high quality soft furnishings
have been installed with a vibrant color palette
artfully offsetting the gorgeous wood finishings of
the high-end bookshelves and seating, all of which
were hand-made here in Japan.

With its touches of bamboo and tatami mat, one
can feel the importance and beauty of our adopted
home county throughout our library.
Individual student pods have been added along the
east wall and are already highly popular with
secondary students, and age-appropriate seating
and small group areas dotted around mean that
there is a comfortable space in the library for
everyone.
Feature shelving
at the entrance to
the library
promotes the
latest collections,
hot topics, or
literary prize
winners and our
extensive
collection of
40,000 volumes
has been
carefully and
lovingly
re-organized to
fit the design and
flow of the new
space.
Across the entire third floor, high quality robust
flooring and adjustable LED lighting has been
installed, with full-height whiteboard walls in
learning areas giving students more than enough
space to bring their thoughts and imaginations to
life.
The school purposefully chose to include the
library in the scope of last summer’s renovation
project: just as the space is at the physical heart
of our campus, we believe that a love of reading is
fundamental to lifelong learning.
Being a space which every student comes into
contact with, the library renovations gave us an
opportunity to express to the whole community our
vision for the future of the Rokko Island campus
both philosophically and aesthetically. Given the
tremendous feedback received, we are even more
motivated to continue breathing new life into our
buildings and spaces and look forward to sharing
plans of future renovations in the near future!

Innovative Learning Spaces and Places

Taking a look at
CA Demographics
2019-2020
CA Demographics 2019 - 2020

Our 629
students...

Hail from 36 countries

Manufacturing is the largest employer of
CA families at 25%.
This is followed by:
education (10%)
hospitality/entertainment(9%)
consumer goods (8%)
wholesale/retail (6%)
health (6%)

All students by division

For the last eight school years, the
largest number of students come from
Japan, United States, South Korea, and
India. The Japanese, American,
Chinese, and Canadian student
populations have increased.
Students have attended CA for an
average tenure of 4.2 years.
Elementary (41%)
High School (32%)

Middle School (27%)

Our Synchonized CIS/WASC & IB Accreditation Process
Like the seasons, school life also has cycles. Students return to school in August each year and the school
year has a predictable rhythm. Every year, teachers engage in a practice of self-reflection and
identify an area to learn more about. Leadership and board members determine goals for the year to
further develop the school community of learners.
All of these are informed by a larger, all-encompassing cycle of self-reflection, external observation,
feedback, and growth.
Every five to six years, all schools must undergo a process of self-reflection as a community and
report their findings. It is a 2-year journey and every segment of the community participates.

Where we began
November 2017 - Preliminary Study and Report
Canadian Academy leadership team members completed a formative review of our systems, our
curriculum, and our ways of working. Based on this preliminary study, CA received feedback and insight
on areas to explore more deeply during our self-study. Child safeguarding and international mindedness
were two areas that both the accreditation agencies and CA had identified as needing closer review.

Intensive Introspection
October 2018 - October 2019 - In-depth Self-Study and report
From the beginning of the school year, August 2018, the CA Leadership Team was preparing for the
year-long self-study ahead. We established the Steering Committee, who would guide the process overall,
and allocated administrative support staff and academic staff to the full range of committees. It was
important to have representative voices from every area of school life participate in the committee work
and self-reflection.
Each committee was tasked with a specific area to reflect on and gather information about. The
committees were:
• Committee A: Direction and Purpose - The school’s purpose, direction and decision-making is
guided by clear guiding statements that are appropriate for the needs of all constituent groups.
• Committee B: Governance, Leadership, and Ownership - The school has clear leadership structures,
strategic and financial planning, and strong relationships in place to support the school’s mission, vision,
and programmes.
• Committee C: The Curriculum - The documented curriculum is broad, balanced and sequenced in a way
to promote students’ access and progression. It is guided by the mission of the school and the needs of
the enrolled students.
• Committee D: Teaching and Assessing for Learning - Teaching enables all students to gain access to the
curriculum and to have the opportunities for success in their learning, relative to their abilities.
• Committee E: Students’ Learning and Wellbeing - The school environment is characterised by
openness, fairness, trust, and mutual respect to support students’ learning and well-being, listen to their
views and develop their leadership qualities.
• Committee F: Staffing - Hiring, training, evaluation, and retention of faculty and staff are aligned with the
school’s values.
• Committee G: Premises and Physical Accommodation - The school maintains facilities that are safe,
secure and appropriate for to support the mission and education programmes offered.
• Committee H: Community and Home Partnerships - Effective communications foster a productive
home-school partnership and positive learning community.
• Committee I: Boarding and Homestay - The school provides safe residential services which serve the
well-being of all boarding students and staff.
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Our Synchonized CIS/WASC & IB Accreditation Process

Step 1: Steering Committee
It was essential that we establish a core committee who would support the process and lead our various
committees. This group consisted of the CA Leadership Team. This group dedicated time and energy to
planning committee meetings, unpacking data, and writing reports.
Step 2: Community Surveys
Every member of our school community was encouraged to participate in our community surveys - Board
and Council members, teaching faculty and support staff, parents, students, and alumni. Data from these
surveys informed every committee conversation. To better understand our community, parent and student
focus groups were convened in the spring to understand their perspectives more completely. We had 755
surveys completed and analyzed to help CA have a more detailed understanding of how we are viewed in
the community.
Step 3: Committees
Nearly every member of the CA faculty and support staff participated in one of the committees. It wasn’t
important that everyone was an expert in the area being studied, but rather that the committee could
examine our school with an objective eye and reflect honestly on our strengths and weaknesses.
Committees met multiple times throughout the year from November 2018 to October 2019, a total of 118
hours of meetings by the time we had finished. Each committee had specific areas to review, gather
evidence supporting our work, and review data from the community surveys and focus groups. For each
area reviewed, the committee reflected on CA’s work and gave ourselves a rating and comment. Like a
report card from a teacher, CA first gave ourselves an honest self-report and score.
Step 4: The Report
Our report to the accreditation agencies consisted of nearly 1500 documents and was over 300 pages long
when fully printed! It was quite the self-report card and we felt reflected well on the growth we had made
in the past five years as well as what we wanted to improve upon in the next five years.

Our Synchonized CIS/WASC & IB Accreditation Process

2020 - 2021 Operational Plan
Annually, Canadian Academy crafts an Operational Plan that provides a roadmap to the successful
completion of our Strategic Goals. Included in the operational plan are specific goals to be met
within the academic school year, an action plan with distinct steps to be accomplished, and evidence of
success upon completion of the goal. The following are the 2020-2021 operational goals, as well as a
rationale for each goal.

-19

The COVID-19 pandemic has upended how schools operate. To ensure the safety and well-being of the
Canadian Academy community as well as the continuity of learning, Canadian Academy will develop
new policies and procedures to implement, if necessary, in order to respond to challenges and
opportunities as they are presented throughout the school year.

Canadian Academy is proudly an international school and is committed to international mindedness
and social justice. We continue to dedicate our resources to supporting global engagement and social
justice, including valuing home culture, languages and individual identities. We understand the need for
community engagement and engagement in the processes. By using research-based best practices in
learning, we can support and promote the wonderful diversity found in our community. We are
committed to the establishment of school-wide learning philosophies, principles and practices that focus
on meeting the diverse needs of our students.

2020 - 2021 Operational Plan

Canadian Academy’s communication structures will be reviewed, ensuring that timely and transparent
messages are shared with our community. Our communication streams are our ‘face to the world’ and
as such, help define who we are as well as the value of receiving an education at Canadian Academy.

With our highly qualified and diverse teaching staff, Canadian Academy delivers a curriculum that
represents rigor, portability, and global perspective, offering a true international education experience.
As such, Canadian Academy remains committed to furthering our adult learners through
self-monitoring, self-assessing, and self-correcting processes in order to build both individual and
collective capacities of teachers to ensure optimal conditions for teaching and learning.

Canadian Academy takes advantage of multiple technology platforms. We continue to streamline and
standardize the use of these platforms while simultaneously improving documentation of written and
taught curriculum, strengthening collaboration among faculty, and communicating more efficiently and
effectively with parents.
With a clear vision, sound rationale, and clear steps forward, Canadian Academy continues to build
upon its solid foundation, ensuring our excellence in teaching and learning strengthens during the
2020-2021 school year.

Learning at CA under COVID-19
An email to our community regarding this new
coronavirus was sent on January 23rd, 2020. In it,
Mr. Jon Schatzky, our Headmaster, reassured our
community that we were monitoring the situation
through the World Health Organization (WHO) as
well as the US Center for Disease Control (CDC). He
asked our community to follow the advice provided
by those organizations as well as emphasize what our
health office always says-- please keep your children
at home if they are not feeling well. At that time, little
did we know that this would be the first of a series of
messages that stretched well into the teens, updating
our community on our policies and procedures as the
pandemic unfolded.
With cases rising in late January and early February
overseas, we reviewed what steps could and should
be taken. An added challenge was timing-- as it was
the start of our second semester with new families
coming to us from all over the world, additional
precautions were put into place. Staff was increased
in our health office, families were asked about their
travel history, and additional hand sanitizer was
placed throughout the school. Additionally, all school
trips and events were reviewed in light of the
increasing prevalence of the virus. All
international trips were cancelled. Our middle school
ski trip could proceed as airlines and
accommodations were taking additional steps to help
ensure safety and the number of domestic cases was
low.

as well as several APAC schools in China to share
information. Additionally, we were in contact with
local and national health authorities, such as the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports and Science
(MEXT). These contacts proved to be invaluable,
as they provided accurate information and timely
advice.
On February 24th, Mr. Schatzky’s fourth coronavirus
email was sent to our community. In it, he
communicated further restrictions and safeguards
were put in place, including limiting visitors to our
campus, postponing our annual Spring Gala,
encouraging families to consider their spring break
plans carefully, and cautioning our community that
the situation was extremely fluid. Three days later,
Prime Minister Abe formally requested all schools to
close. The following day, Canadian Academy sent our
sixth coronavirus email announcing that we would
follow the request of Prime Minister Abe as well as
the Hyogo prefectural government; we would be
closing our campus until March 13th. In hindsight,
we were optimistic.
Included in our sixth announcement was a link to
our Continuity of Learning at Canadian Academy, a
document our Crisis Management Team and learning
leaders had been working on throughout February.
This document provided a general overview of what
distance learning would look like, as well as the
expectations we held for our students and
community. Although our campus closed on March
2nd, we were able to resume school through our
distance learning program on Wednesday, March 4th,
ensuring the continuity of learning as well as student
wellbeing.

Over the next few weeks, additional messages were
shared with our community outlining the precautions
that were being taken.
Towards the end of January, Canadian Academy
convened its Crisis Management Team. This team,
primarily consisting of leadership team members,
met weekly to review and revise our health and safety
protocols and procedures. In addition to following
the advice of the WHO and CDC, we also contacted
our Japan Council of International Schools members,

On March 11th, in consultation with local health
authorities, our Board of Trustees announced that
our campus would remain closed until March 30th.
Throughout this time, our students and faculty
demonstrated perseverance and flexibility as they
learned to navigate systems in new ways.

Learning at CA under COVID-19
Google Classroom, SeeSaw, Zoom and other
applications enabled our students to remain
connected to their studies, teachers, and friends,
regardless of where they were in the world.
At first, learning from home provided an interesting
challenge, one that was different from the daily
routine. Zoom was an unknown application and a
new way to collaborate and grow.
Student wellbeing continued to drive every decision
that was made during the crisis. Several surveys
were sent to students and parents, checking to see
what was working and what needed to be changed.
Modifications based on the feedback provided were
made, such as the scheduling of the online classes as
well as ensuring our students were able to access our
teachers when needed. To increase
communication, transparency, and collaboration, we
launched our Distance Learning for Families webpage
which included advice from our health office,
counselors, and support staff, in addition to an
overview of our programs and frequently asked
questions.
Throughout the spring, our Board of Trustees
continued to extend the closure of our campus on
the advice of local and national health authorities.
Student learning continued, while we increased our
communication with our community through our

the learning that was taking place. Make no mistake
though, it was a challenging time. For all.
We missed our students, we missed our community.
Schools are social institutions and human
interaction is one of the keys to learning. While it
was heartbreaking to cancel many events such as
dances, field trips, and sporting events and activities,
our community remained understanding, supportive,
and positive. The decision to close our campus for
the remainder of the school year was announced on
May 1st. Not unexpected but nevertheless
disheartening for all.
The school year ended quite differently than what
was imagined in August, 2019. As difficult as it was,
though, there were many reasons to celebrate and
give thanks. Learning continued. Our community
demonstrated their sense of humor and hidden
abilities through our Instagram talent show. Our
faculty adjusted quickly, delivering lessons via new
technologies.
We proudly and safely graduated 62 seniors, in
person, on our Nestle field due to re-entry
restrictions. Many in our community (re)discovered
what a wonderful place Japan is to call home. Our
community stayed healthy and safe-- even as we
mourned the devastating impact COVID-19 had on
most of the world.

Learning at CA under COVID-19
Over the summer months, the Crisis Management
Team continued to meet in order to prepare for the
reopening of our campus in August. Additional
practices were adopted, including arrival cards,
increased ventilation and handwashing, masks,
physical distancing, increased health protocols and
protective barriers to name a few. And while we
continue to do everything we can to keep our
community healthy, we know that COVID-19 has a
mind of its own. Although no one wants to return
to distance learning, we have learned that we are in
a good position to do so if necessary. We know that
our community is committed to the wellbeing of our
children, our students are resilient and our faculty
dedicated, and for all of that, we are grateful.

Like most of us, I wear many ‘hats’ while at work; I’m
the Director of Admissions and Advancement,
overseeing applications, transitioning students to
Canadian Academy, as well as coordinating our
messaging and social media. But I’m also a husband
to a middle school art teacher, as well as a father to
a (then) grade six student. As a father and husband,
I was worried; cases were rising in Japan as well as
in my hometown of Wooster, Ohio. Did we have
enough masks/hand sanitizer/food supplies? Was it
safe to hang out with other families? Was my elderly
father back in the US taking care of himself ?
In many ways, my workflow remained the same,
answering emails, processing applications,
attending meetings and creating the weekly
newsletter. My daughter adjusted to the
independence and flexibility distance learning
offered, and my wife was able to come up with
creative ways to teach art to middle school students
online. We felt safe (enough)-- and if I am to be
honest-- I even enjoyed having my dog at my side
when taking a mid-morning break of a cup of tea
on our balcony. While far from being ideal, we were
healthy and managing.
But over time, Zoom was no longer that ‘shiny new
toy’-- and that face to face conversations with colleagues and friends were dearly missed. I felt for my
daughter-- friendships are important for everyone,
of course-- but perhaps especially so for a middle
school student. Softball, school dances, sleepovers,
simply eating lunch with someone other than your
parents-- all missed due to COVID-19. My wife, like
all teachers at CA, continued to deliver high quality
lessons while worrying about her students.
Shoulder aches and strained eyesight were an
unanticipated byproduct of too much computer
time. Even finding our own spaces in our
increasingly smaller apartment became more
challenging.
-Director of Admissions Robert Smailes

One of our many signs that greeted us upon our return to
campus in August 2020.

A Summer & Fall of Unlearning Racism @CA (URCA)
Following the killing of George Floyd in May 2020, a collective of 20 CA students, alumni, and
teachers sought to learn about the global Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement and what we could do
to promote antiracism from our privileged position as an international school in Japan.
Accordingly, we met over Zoom twice a week for eight weeks, using our summer as an opportunity to
study the history and modern-day effects of structural racism, not only in the US but Japan, as well as
develop a survey for students and alumni to elicit their views on racism at CA.
Based on survey results from 152 current students and alumni, URCA presented recommendations in
August to Mr. Schatzky and Dr. Frankel. These included promoting a culture of respect as an
international school in Japan, creating safe spaces to normalize discussion around racism and other
forms of discrimination, developing racial literacy for staff and students, and reshaping the
curriculum to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Now, URCA meets every week to carry out its activities, including designing classes on racism for
Extended Learning Opportunities (ELO), creating a video for Elementary/Secondary teachers for their
professional development session on international-mindedness and social justice (IMSJ),
continuing learning about racism and other forms of inequality, and more. We invite you to join us
and help make CA a more racially-inclusive place.
To learn more & take our survey, please follow us on Instagram: ur_at_ca

URCA is:
CA17: Joanne Chio
CA19: Sarika Yamamoto-Biniwale
CA20: Lucie Berclaz, Ely Chen, Ryan Kao, Karen Lin, Yumi Muramoto, Yu Nakamura, Hiroki Nishikawa, Gry Nystrom, Sophie Wiz, Klara Woxstrom
CA21: Alex Biggs, Kayu Katagiri, Emily Methe, Marlene Penkhues, Aaditya Shyam, Rio Wakura
CA22: David Bonnier, Zoe Bonnier, Hana Checketts, Juria Katakawa, Cherin Kim, Claudia Kishimoto,
Allison Lin, Emi Naito, Linh Dan Nguyen, Hazel Omoto, Isha Sarkar, Krisha Sarkar, Khushi Sarkar,
Piya Sarkar
CA23: Cameron Green, Nina Guinard, Miho Kim, Helen Palmu, Allysa Sumang
CA24: Leyna Biggs

A Summer & Fall of Unlearning Racism @CA (URCA)
Selected findings from URCA’s Summer 2020 Survey of Alumni & Students (n = 152)

4. I feel comfortable
calling out students
when witnessing racial
insults, stereotypes, or
jokes.

1=

Rarely/
Never

5. I have made racist
jokes and/or shared
racist memes.

2 = Sometimes

6. I feel safe discussing
instances of racism with
friends.

3 = Often

7. I feel safe discussing
instances of racism with
classmates.

4 = Frequently

5 = Always

These anonymous survey responses indicate that a minority of CA students/alumni feel
comfortable calling out racist acts in other students. At the same time, results indicate 64% of
respondents have rarely/never made racist jokes or shared racist memes.

8. CA teachers treat all
students fairly regardless of race or ethinicity.

1=

Strongly
Disagree

9. I feel safe discussing
instances of racism
with faculty.

2 = Disagree

10. I feel safe reporting
instances of racism to
the counselor and/or
administration.
3=

Undecided

4 = Agree

11. Having more BIPOC
faculty at CA would
improve my educational
experience & well-being.
5 = Strongly
Agree

At the same time, 50% of respondents indicated they frequently or always felt safe discussing
instances of racism with faculty.

Giving to CA
Canadian Academy is fortunate to have a community Trustee (¥500,000 to ¥999,999)
of involved parents, dedicated faculty and staff,
Class of 2018
generous corporate partners, loyal alumni, and
Mr. Benson Shaman, ap,b,c
committed Board and leadership team members. We
are grateful for the gifts of money and time that
Associate (¥1,000,000 to ¥2,499,999)
enhance the education of every student, every day of
the school year. We rely on the continued generosity Canadian Academy Parent Teacher Association (PTA)
of our supporters to help accomplish our mission of Kobe International Medical Foundation, fr
inspiring students to inquire, reflect, and choose to
compassionately impact the world throughout their Patron (¥2,500,000 to ¥9,999,999)
lives. Everyone who supports CA with their gifts of
time, talent, or treasures partners with us to deliver Mr. Kazutoyo and Miho Takata, p
the highest quality educational experiences to our
students. Your generosity speaks volumes. Thank you. Scholars (¥10,000,000 to ¥49,999,999)
Eli Lilly Japan, K.K., fr
You may be surprised to learn that your tuition
payments do not cover the entire cost of your child’s Mr. & Ms. Daikou and Chiaki Nagato, p
education. As with most private, independent schools,
CA relies primarily (90%) on revenue from tuition and In addition to our individual supporters, there have
been several companies and organizations that have
fees. Delivering an inspiring education requires
continued their belief in our programs and practices
considerable resources. We receive support from
various sources to make up the difference between at Canadian Academy. We would like to recognize
tuition and the actual cost of providing a Canadian and thank them as well.
Academy education. Financial donations and grants
All Japan Relocation, fr
from individuals, corporations, and governments
offer essential support for the operating budget as Canadian Academy PTA, p
Caterpillar Japan, Ltd., fr
well as for the school’s long-term vision.
The Korean Community at Canadian Academy, fr,p
Individuals who donate to the school share a common Maeda Real Estate, fr
understanding, appreciation, and responsibility for the Nestle Japan, Ltd., fr
Shinyu Shoji Co., Ltd., fr
importance and joy of giving and receiving. Through
donations made by individual families during the
2019-2020 school year, we were able to partly fund the Countless individuals, companies, and organizations
donated generously to our International Food and
renovation of our library and learning spaces, in
Fun Fair as well. Although they have been thanked
addition to enhancing and continuing our current
previously, we would like to recognize the support
programs.
they have shown to our school. Thank you for your
On behalf of our entire community, we would like to support!
thank and recognize the following donors for the
In order to support your school, please consider
2019-2020 school year.
making a donation through our website, at
https://www.canacad.ac.jp/supporting
Red & Grey (¥10,000 to ¥49,999)
Mr. Tuin-Tsung Chen
Donor Key:
Ms. Suho Park, p
p: Current parent
Ms. Awan Lee, in Memory of Mr. Ben Shaman
b: Board of Trustees
Ms. Vivian Liu, in Memory of Mr. Ben Shaman
f: Faculty
ff: Former faculty
Maya (¥50,000 to ¥99,999)
s: Student
ap: Parent of Alumni
Mr. & Ms. Gene Huh and Mika Ishida, p,b
c: Council
Mr. & Ms. Imad and Rola Ramadan, f,ap,c
fr: Friend of CA
Mr. & Ms. Jon and Celia Schatzky, f,p,b,c
Mr. & Ms. Rob and Kazuko Smailes, f,p

Founder (¥100,000 to ¥499,999)
Mr. & Ms. Shoki and Mako Iwaki, s,p
Ms. Ae Kyung Kim ‘94,p,b
Mr. & Ms. Shakil and Sae Ohara, p
Mr. & Ms. Tsunehiro Tanaka, fr
Class of 2019
Kobe Daiko, fr, in Memory of Yuko Kawabata Sensei

Our Graduates of 2020

Our Class of 2020 graduates have
been accepted or are attending the
following colleges and universities.

KOREA
Seoul National University

Mount Holyoke College
New York University
Northeastern University
PHILIPPINES
Northwestern University
Ateneo de Manila University
Pratt Institute
CANADA
NEW ZEALAND
Purdue University
Carleton University
Oberlin College
Emily Carr University of Art & Design University of Canterbury
Otis College of Art and Design
Lakehead University
UK
Savannah College of Art and Design
McGill University (2)
Glasgow School of Art
School of Visual Arts
OCAD University
Kent and Medway Medical School
Scripps College
Simon Fraser University
Stanford University
The University of British Columbia (4) King’s College London, University of
London
The New School
Trinity Western University
London School of Economics and Political University of California-Los Angeles
University of Toronto (4)
Science, University of London
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Victoria
University of Edinburgh
University of Massachusetts
Western University
University of Manchester
University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
University of the Arts London (2)
University of Southern California
HONG KONG
University of Washington
University of Hong Kong
USA
Washington University In St. Louis
Adelphi University
JAPAN
American Academy of Dramatic Arts
SWITZERLAND
Doushisha University
International Christian University (2) American Musical and Dramatic Academy Ecole Hoteliere de Lausanne (2)
Boston University
Keio University
Babson College
BELGIUM
Kyushu University
Bentley University
Royal Conservatory of Brussels
Nagoya University
Brandeis University
Okayama University
Colorado College
UAE
Ritsumeikan University
DePauw University
The Emirates Academy of Hospitality
Sophia University (2)
Fordham University
Management
Temple University, Japan Campus
George Washington University
Tokyo International University
Indiana University
CHINA
The University of Tokyo
Massachusetts College of Art and Design Tsinghua University
University of Tsukuba
MCPHS University
Waseda University (4)
Miami University

Alumni Profile: Ken Reilly ‘91 - Taking strength from our community
Ken Reilly is the youngest of four siblings - all of
whom attended Canadian Academy from preschool
to graduation (George ‘87, Lisa ‘88, Emy ‘90 and Ken
‘91) amassing over fifty years of attendance! Their
father was from a large Irish-American family from
Philadelphia in the US and came to Japan initially to
Kochi Prefecture, on Japan’s Shikoku Island, where he
met Ken’s mother. They subsequently settled down
in Kobe, where he started an advertising agency. Ken
spent all his years at CA at the Nagamine-yama
campus until the campus was relocated to Rokko
Island in his Senior year.
On talking about the end of his Junior year and his
last year on Rokko Island, Ken reflected that “We
were a tight knit class that had grown up on that hill”
and “I believe 8 of us had been at the school since
kindergarten or pre-school”. In addition, Ken was a
three-season sportsman, spending most weekends
on the Nagamine-yama campus, enjoying the feeling
of community that he believes is unique to CA. “It
was emotional for us to have to leave that campus,
although the school did well in managing the
transition.”
That summer, Tim Thornton, the then Business
Manager, engaged High School students to help with
the move to the Rokko Island school. The students
were able to see how the new school was being
brought together. It also led to Ken’s big claim to
CA fame. As the move was being completed and
the basketball hoops were being set up in the new
gymnasium, he stood waiting ball in hand, to ensure
he was the person who scored the first basket in the
new sports hall. When the new campus opened on
Rokko Island and to mark the transition, Ken’s class
organized a walk from the old campus to the new
campus.
There would be many firsts on the new campus. One
of the most memorable was the first graduation. This
event was due to take place in the new auditorium,
but the Senior Class felt that the tradition of holding
graduation in the gymnasium should be continued
and successfully lobbied the school administration
to honor this tradition. Ken remembers that although
the gymnasium had “those yellow mats than smelt
like raclette cheese from the food fair” the size of the
gym meant that a lot more friends and family could
be invited to the ceremony. Ken recalls “As part of
the deal with the Administration, the graduating class
came back after a lot of celebration, early the next
morning to put away the folding chairs, take the stage
down and clean the gym.”

After CA, Ken went onto Villanova University
outside Philadelphia. Four years studying
International Business enabled his growth in US
culture and upon graduation, led to his first job in
Insurance in New York.
“That’s what CA prepares you best for - adapting to
anywhere! When you grow up with friends from all
over the world, there is nothing that is truly foreign.
No matter where you are, nothing completely
catches you off guard in regards to local customs
or local practices. I think for anyone coming out of
a school like Canadian Academy that is one of your
biggest strengths - being able to learn from a diverse
community and seeing the strengths in differences.
Post-graduation, this was particularly rewarding for
me as I had the opportunity to work for a
multinational company and was able to move around
to different communities and experience different
cultures.”
Whilst in New York, Ken had the opportunity to
move to AIG insurance and he has been with them
ever since. AIG’s international presence has meant
Ken has had the opportunity to work in New York,
London, Hong Kong and now he is back in Tokyo as
the President and CEO of AIG General Insurance,
Japan. He is married with 2 children who attend ASIJ.
One advantage of living in Tokyo is that it is easier to
maintain contact and meetings with his CA cohort.
His advice for current students at CA is to keep an
open mind, be grateful for the opportunities the
school gives you, don’t take this for granted and
leverage your experiences.
Ken has seen international schools around the region
and is engaged in his children’s school life in Tokyo;
nevertheless, his heart remains firmly with CA as he
claims, “It’s hard to replicate that kind of
community.”

In Memory of Mr. Benson Shaman

Benson Robert Shaman
1943 – 2020
Benson Robert (Ben) Shaman passed away due to heart failure at his home in Kobe, Japan on August 24,
2020. He was 77 years old. He is survived by his wife Kiriko, his daughters Lauren and Lenora, and four
grandchildren. A funeral service was held on August 25 at the Kobe Synagogue, followed by interment at
the Kobe Foreign Cemetery on Mt. Futatabi.
Ben was born on May 24, 1943 in Dayton, Ohio. After graduating Colonel White High School in 1961, he
attended Ohio State University and graduated in 1965 with a major in Business Administration. He
subsequently served in the US military in Germany and Viet Nam and retired as Captain in 1971. He went
on to earn a Masters in International Management in 1972 from the Thunderbird School of Global
Management.
Ben began his working career at Dayco Products in Dayton, Ohio and moved to Cadillac Plastics in
Detroit. He was subsequently delegated to manage a joint venture with Mitsuboshi Belting in Kobe where
he eventually laid down roots. Although his work often involved extensive travel both domestically and
internationally, Ben quickly established himself as a prominent member of Kobe’s expatriate community.
His warmth and subtle sense of humor won him many friends and admirers, not least his wife Kiriko.
Ben will perhaps be best remembered for his long years of service to Canadian Academy. He joined the
school’s Board of Trustees in 1991 and was elected Board Chair in 1994, a position he held until 2020. As
Chair he faced multiple challenges, most notably the disruptions caused by the Great Hanshin Earthquake
of 1995. In 2019 the International Relations Department of Hyogo Prefecture recognized and commended
him for his long years of service in a ceremony attended by Prefectural Governor Toshizo Ido.
In the words of Allen, Ben’s best friend in high school:
“Benny loved his family more than anything in life - Kiriko, Lauren and Lenora and his four
grandchildren gave him immense pleasure and happiness, and he never would stop talking about them.
He was so proud of Lauren, the lawyer and Lenora, the vet. He loved his sister Frances, his cousin Wendy
and his extended family. He loved his Jewish faith.
Benny will be terribly missed by all his family and his many friends and business colleagues around the
world.”

Welcome to Our New Faculty

Jonathan Calvert

Director of Finance &
Business Operations
Former School : Marymount
International School

Kim Davis

What interests you about Japan and
CA: My interest in Japan started when
I first visited as a teenager and went
backpacking around Hokkaido. I have
since nurtured a fascination with the
country and went on to major in
Japanese and Linguistics at SOAS
– although with all the intervening
years my skills in the language have
completely fallen away.

SS Learning Support Teacher/
Coordinator
Former School : International
School of Luxembourg
What interests you about Japan and
CA: The history, food and
culture. Working in a school with the
opportunity to collaborate with like
minded educators and developing
new friendships.

Monna McDiarmid

SS Counselor
Former School : UWC ISAK
Japan in Nagano Prefecture
What interests you about Japan and CA:
I’ve worked at International schools for
the past 22 years and I’ve been fortunate
to live in Japan for the last nine. I’ve
stayed in Japan for such a long time
because the country is so varied and
beautiful, its people work hard and
are deeply committed to the common
good, and because I feel safe and happy
here.

Andy Rossberg
Economics/Humanities
Former School : Overseas
School of Colombo in
Colombo, Sri Lanka

What interests you about Japan and
CA: Japan: Food, Japanese culture,
live music scene, history.
CA: Excellent reputation, familiar
curriculum, school size, its diversity.

Andrew Melton

Music
Former School : Shanghai
American School Pudong
What interests you about Japan and
CA: I am interested in living in Japan
again and being at a smaller school.

John Haapu

Physical & Health Education
Former School : International
School Dhaka, Bangladesh
What interests you about Japan and
CA: SPORT! I love being active and
participating in organised sports both
on and off the field. CA is a school that
values and supports its studentathletes and it is an exciting prospect
to be a part of that. My wife and I love
the outdoors in Japan - both urban
and rural settings. I am looking
forward to doing lots of walking,
running and cycling.

Mee-Hee Scorgie

English
Former School : International
School Dhaka, Bangladesh
What interests you about Japan and CA:
I couldn’t quite tell you what draws me
to Japan, my mother is Japanese but
it’s not a simple as that as she has tried
hard to bring us up as New Zealanders.

I am always coming back to Japan
though. I really look forward to working
in CA teaching literature. Having seen
the Lang Lit syllabus from grade 6 - 12 I
am very excited to try out these different
units.

Erin Oliver-Boutitie

PYP Classroom
Former School : LSA at
Canadian Academy
What interests you about Japan and
CA: I love the rich culture and kind
people of Japan and am very happy
to have the opportunity to return to
this magical country. I am excited to
experience a different city in Japan and
have already begun to explore the
Kansai region. While working in
Tokyo, I heard of Canadian Academy’s
positive reputation and am pleased to
have gotten the chance to work here.
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Esther Ko

Spanish
Former School : Oberoi
International School in
Mumbai, India

What interests you about
Japan: I love everything about Japan.
I love the incredible food,the four
distinct seasons, beautiful nature, art
is represented in everything
Japanese people do and kawaii
everything! CA: Welcoming
community, strong faculty to work
alongside, great opportunities to
develop professionally and feeling like
one big family.

Liam Cunningham

PYP Classroom
Former School : Beanstalk
International Bilingual School
(IB school in Beijing)
What interests you about Japan and
CA: My wife and I visited Japan during
Sakura in 2016 and fell in love with the
country. We spent 15 days travelling
around the country and visited several
cities along the way. We particularly
loved our time in Osaka and Kyoto,
so the chance to move to the Hyogo
area to explore more of Kansai was an
opportunity we wanted to grab with
both hands.

Cara Gleeson

EAL
Former School : Dulwich College
Beijing
What interests you about Japan and CA:
food (cooking and eating all the food)
and being outside freely again without
air pollution, learning a new language.
CA- It seems like a wonderful and
supportive community. I found it
fascinating that it has been around
for so long. As the community here in
Beijing is quite transient, we’re looking
forward to being part of a wider
community.

Dear CA Community,
I hope this Annual Review finds each of you well.
For more than 100 years, Canadian Academy has
offered a rigorous and engaging program for the
children of our expatriate and local communities.
This past school year has been no exception.
Living and learning under Covid-19 has been
challenging, as it has been so for all. Perhaps the
greatest difficulty we have faced is that schools are
social institutions and our school strives to
maintain its strong community feel. Our
leadership team, our faculty, and our PTA have
been exploring and implementing ways that can
support our students and community as a whole in
order to sustain our family spirit and Falcon pride.
Hopefully, within these pages it is apparent that we
continue to grow and prosper-- whether physically
through our renovations, or through our
operational plan and new initiatives-- in spite of
the multitude of challenges.
And with any challenge comes a silver lining-- all of
us, more now than ever, feel a collective
responsibility in maintaining the wellbeing, health,
and safety of our entire community, as well as the
education of our students. Now and as always, we
are in it together and are very appreciative of your
support.
We hope that all of our Falcons are safe, healthy,
and well wherever they are in the world.
Kind regards,
Rob Smailes
Director of Admissions and Advancement
Canadian Academy

